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Box 1:

Affiliates

California Association of Teachers of English
   *A Scale for Evaluation of High School Student Essays*, Pat Nail et al., 1960
   *California English: Focus on Writing*, Vol. 11, No. 4, 1975

Florida Council of Teachers of English

Idaho Council of Teachers of English
   *InLand: A Journal for Teachers of English Language Arts*
   Vol. 18, No. 1, *Teaching Classics to Teenagers*, 1995

Kansas Association of Teachers of English
   *Centennial Bibliography of Kansas Literature*, Ben W. Fuson, 1961
   *The Bulletin of the Kansas Association of Teachers of English: Nineteenth-Century English Literature One Hundred Years After Dickens*, Vol. 56, No. 2, 1970

Language Arts Society
   *Using Junior Novels to Develop Language and Thought: Five Integrative Teaching Guides*, Special Issue No. 1, 1981

Manitoba Association of Teachers of English
   *Ideas for Teaching English: Grades 7-12*, Joan Newton, 1990

Massachusetts Council of Teachers of English
   *A Common Wealth: Views in Massachusetts Humanities Education*, J. Jack Manuel, 1972
   *Poemmaking in Classrooms*, Ruth Whitman and Harriet Feinberg, 1975

Minnesota Council of Teachers of English
   *Linguistic Bibliography for the Teacher of English*, Committee on Curriculum
   1966
   1968

Missouri Association of Teachers of English

National Writing Centers Association

Nebraska English and Language Arts Council
   *Nebraska English Journal*
   Vol. 35, No. 3 and 4, *Shakespeare in Our High Schools*, 1990 (draft)
Vol. 37, No. 1, *Cather in the Classroom*, 1991

New Jersey Association of Teachers of English
*Film: The Reality of Being*, Rodney E. Sheratsky, 1969

Newark Organization of Teachers of English
*Connections: Using Contemporary Children’s Literature (K-9) in the Classroom*, Carole Lovett Koontz, 1985

North Carolina English Teachers Association

Oklahoma Council of Teachers of English

Box 2:

Ohio College English Association
*The Past Half-Century in Literature: A Symposium*, 1952

Ohio Council of Teachers of English Language Arts
*Composition and its Teaching*, Richard C. Gebhardt, 1980
*Ohio Journal of the English Language Arts: Redefining the Boundaries of Portfolio Assessment*, Vol. 35, No. 1

Ohio, English Association of Ohio
*William Shakespeare: Comedian*, Norman Sanders, 1964

Pennsylvania, Association of English Teachers of Western Pennsylvania
*Suggestions for Evaluating Junior High School Writing*, Lois M. Grose, Dorothy Miller, Erwin R. Steinberg, 1963
*Suggestions for Evaluating Senior High School Writing*, Helen Hillard, 1963

Pennsylvania Council of Teachers of English

Puget Sound Council of Teachers of English
*Variant Spellings in Modern American Dictionaries*, Donald W. Emery, 1958

South Carolina Council of Teachers of English
*Carolina English Teacher: Teacher Research*, Special Issue, 1988

Southern California Council of Teachers of English
*An Exploration into Team Teaching in English and the Humanities*, James L. Stafford, 1963

Texas Joint Council of Teachers of English
English in Texas
Vol. 7, No. 4, 1976
Vol. 16, No. 1, 1984
Vol. 17, No. 3, Creativity, 1986
Washington State Council of Teachers of English
Variant Spellings in Modern American Dictionaries, Donald W. Emery, 1973

Assemblies
Assembly for International Exchange and Research
Assembly on Science and Humanities of NCTE
The Astonishing Curriculum: Integrating Science and Humanities Through Language, Stephen Tebudi, 1993
Children’s Literature Assembly
The Best of the Bulletin of the Children’s Literature Assembly, Carolyn J. Bauer, 1987

Caucuses
Black Caucus
Tapping Potential: English and Language Arts for the Black Learner, Charlotte K. Brooks, 1985